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The extensive marketing of "tax shelter"
investments has caused many taxpayers to
question the fairness of the tax system [1].
Because partnerships have frequently been used
to conduct tax shelter activities, there has
been considerable interest in examining the
statistics on partnership income and losses.
However, there are a number of reasons why
previous Statistics of Income (SOI) data on
partnership activity [2, 3] may not have fully
revealed the impact of tax shelter activity.

TAXATION OF PARTNERSHIPS AND PARTNERS

There are two types of partnerships: general
and limited. Tax shelter investors are more
likely to acquire interests in limited
partnerships, since doing so limits their
exposure to the amount invested (or pledged
under a letter of credit or other guarantee).
As a result, aggregating the income and
deductions reported by limited and general
partnerships may somewhat mask the true
picture of partnership tax shelter activity.
Because no distinction had been made between
these two types of partnerships in previous
studies [2, 31, one objective of this article
is to specifically examine the different
patterns of deductions claimed and other
aspects of their financial behavior.

Although a partnership is a legal entity, it
is not taxed on the income it earns. Instead,
the individual partners are generally taxed on
their share of partnership earnings, whether
they receive any actual partnership
distributions. The partnership files an
annual information return, Form 1065, with the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and also
provides a supplemental information schedule,
Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), to each partner.
The Schedule K-1 indicates the partner's share
of the various items of partnership income,
credits, deductions and other items so that
the partner has the information necessary to
complete his or her income tax return. A copy
of each Schedule K-1 is provided with the Form
1065 filed with the IRS. An additional
information schedule, Schedule K, which
summarizes the information contained on the

individual Schedules K-1, is also provided
with the Form 1065. (For 1983 and later
years, however, if the partnership has 10 or
fewer partners, it may elect not to file a
Schedule K.)

In general, only by examining the items
reported on the Schedule K (or separate
Schedules K-1 if a Schedule K is not filed)
can the tax consequences for the individual
partners be determined. The net income
reported on the Form 1065 represents only one
component (although frequently the major
component) of the income or loss reported by
the partners.

Specifically, with reference to Table 1,
~jrtnership net income, which is the "bottom
ine" of the Form 1065, indicate's the amount

of "ordinary" income (or loss) to be allocated
to the individual partners in accordance with
their profit (or loss) sharing ratios (capital
gains or losses are excluded). However, if
items of income or expense are specially
allocated to individual partners or are
subject to special treatment by partners (such
as capital gains), or are subject to special
limitations or elections applicable at the
partner level (such as investment interest
expense or intangible drilling costs), they
are not included in the net income reported on
the Form 1065. Most of these items are
reported instead on Schedules K-1 and K, but
some, such as oil and gas dcpletion, are not
reported on either the Form 1065 or Schedules
K-1 or K. In short, the Form 1065 partnership
net income or deficit does not necessarily
reflect all of the partnership's income or
deductions.

Thus, a second objective of this article is
to use these Schedule K items, some of which
were tabulated for 1983, to determine the tax
benefits or costs that flow to the partners by
virtue of their ownership of a partnership
interest. These Schedule K items are also
shown in Table 1. Because some items may not
have been reported on either the Form 1065 or
Schedule K, or may not have been available
because no Schedule K was filed, it is not
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possible to compute the total income or loss
incurred by the individual partners without
use of some estimating procedures.

For this study, the most significant items
that could not be directly dete

'
rmined, but

that could be inferred from other available
information, are those related to mineral
extraction.. In particular, oil and gas
depletion, hard-mineral exploration and
devf1opment costs, and intangible drilling
costs (incl-uding dry hole costs) all had to be
estimated and are indicated in Table 1.
Although, in principle, the reported
investment interest expense for 1983 should
also be adjusted for partnerships with 10 or
fewer partners that were not required to file
a Schedule K, it was not possible to discern a
consistent method for doing so. Therefore,
this adjustment was not made. (The specific
methods 'used to impute the mineral extraction
costs are described below, under Data Sources
and-Limitations [41.)

In addition to the need to estimate certain
items that were not included in the annual SOI
studies of partnerships, certain other

.adjus.tments-we.re-a.1-so-necessary-for-Tab-l.e-l-i-n.
order to obtain an amount representing the

.contribution to
'
-taxable income reported by the

partners as- a result of partnership
activities. Although guaranteed payments to
partners are reported as a partnership expense
on -the Form 1065, 'they also represent income
that mutt be reported by the partner (or
partners) receiving such payments, and thus
should be added back to the Form 1065
partnership net income to reflect more clearly
the total income required to be reported by
the partners. Also, a partnership may have

Ancome or- losses through its ownership of
interests in other partnerships. Since

-inclusion -of- such -amounts would represent
double counting of -aggregate partnership
income, these amounts (which generally are
losses) should be deducted from the Form 1065
net income. Because the -activities of
partnerships that are classified as holding
companies would bedistorted if such income
were. eliminated,

.
this adjustment was not made

for this one industry (although it was made
for all other industries and for the aggregate
amounts noted).

GROWTH IN PARTNERSHIP ACTIVITY

Table 1 also provides summary statistics for
partnerships for . Tax Years 1981-83. . The
number ~of partnerships and the number of
partners, both in total and by type of

,.partnership (general or limited), are shown.
Total assets and,the partnership net income or
deficit, together with the adjustments
previously mentioned that are necessary to
reflect the contribution to the taxable income
reported -by the partners with respect to th6i r

partnership interests, are also noted. Thi s
table shows the overall level of partnership
activity and the growth of such activity in
recent years.'

Data in the first three rows and columns of
Table 1 are consistent with those previously
published on partnerships [2, 3]. However, a
more detailed separation into. limited and
general partnerships, and the additional data
on items other than the Form 1065 partnership
net income (and capital gain income) are new
[5]. It may be noted from this table* that
whereas the number of partners in general
partnerships remained fairly steady, the
number of partners in limited partnerships,
and the number of such partnerships, increased
rapidly from 1981 to 1983. Indeed, despite
the fact that for 1983 there were nearly six
times as many general partnerships, there were
more partners in limited partnerships than in
general partnerships.

The adjustments noted were made to, - the
partnership (Form 1065) net income or deficit
to obtain amounts more reflective of the total
taxable income that the partners had to report
as-a-resu-1-t-of-the-i-r-ownershi-p-of-par-tner-shi-p-
interests. (As already mentioned, the~'first
adjustment consisted of subtracting the income
reported as earned from their ownership of
other partnership interests and adding back
the guaranteed payments to partners.) For
convenience, these adjustments also involved
the subtraction of the -estimated dry hole
costs ind non-oil and gas depletion reported
on the Form 1065 so that these specific costs
could be included with the estimated mineral
exploration costs also shown in Table 1.

From the resulting "adjusted" partnersh
'
ip

net income or deficit several additional
adjustments -were made~- These- -essentially-
involved inclusion of those items of income or
expense reported on Schedule K rather than on
Form 1065. Because foreign source inco

*
me and

net losses from sales of partnership assets
under . Code section 1231 and -speci,ally
allocated losses were not compiled for 1981
and 1982, the 1983 values were assumed for
those years. Investment interest expense,
which is the interest incurred to acquire or
carry certain passive investment' property, was
not compiled for 1981, and thus the 1982 value
(scaled to reflect the relative change i'n
partnership long-term debt between 1981 and
1982) was used as a surrogate for the 1981
value. Because this approximation neglects
the fact that interest rates were higher in
1981 than in 1982, it may understate the 1981
value.

As a resul t of these adjustments, an
ordinary net income or deficit was obtained.
To this income, 40 'percent of the net
long-term capital gai.ns and section 1231 net
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gains and specially allocated income were
added to represent the portion of long-term
gains taxable to partners and are included in
"contribution to partner's taxable income
before investment credit adjustment".
Unfortunately, the section 1231 gains are not
available for 1981 and 1982, and thus only the
partnership "ordinary" net income or loss is
shown for those years. ("Contribution to
taxable income after investment credit
adjustment" is the total effective taxable
income that would have been reported by the
partners if their share of the estimated
investment credit earned by the partnership
were expressed as an equivalent deduction, as
described under Data Sources and Limitations.)

As may be noted from Table I and highlighted
in Fi gure A, general partnerships in the
aggregate appear to realize ordinary net
income, while limited partnerships tend to
incur losses. In addition though, for 1983,
the net income of general partnerships clearly
reflects the 1983 recovery from the 1980-82
recession [6]. In contrast, the losses of
limited partnerships continued to grow,
despite the 1983 upturn. It may also be noted
that the estimated mineral exploration costs
for both general and limited partnerships
declined from 1981 through 1983. This largely
reflects the cutback in oil and gas drilling
activity over this period in response to the
decline in oil prices [7].

Figure I
Partnership Net Ordinary Income by Type of Partnership,
1981-83
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The difference between the net income
required to be reported by the partners and

,the Form 1065 partnership net income may be
seen by comparing the ordinary net income or
deficit with the partnership (Form 1065) net
income or deficit amounts shown in Table 1.
In general, the losses incurred by the
partners in limited partnerships are seen-to
be somewhat greater than the Form 1065 net
losses, while the profits incurred by the
partners in general partnerships are somewhat
greater than the partnership net income
reported on the Form 1065 [8]. A similar
correspondence between Form 1065 partnership
net income and contribution to partner's
taxable income after investment credit
adjustment may be noted for 1983, which is the
only year shown for which data on section 1231
net gains were actually available and the only
year for which data were available to estimate
the investment credit.

INCOME AND DEDUCTIONS BY INDUSTRY

in' Tabl e 2 the i ncome and deductions
reported by (or attributed to) partnerships
for 1983 are disaggregated by the nature of
the partnership activity. Summary statistics
for most industrial divisions, and for each
industrial group for which aggregate
partnership losses exceeded $100 million, are
presented. The purpose of this table is to
indicate the level of partnership activity
across industries, as well as to indicate the
relative magnitude of the interest,
depreciation, mineral exploration costs, and
all other partnership deductions, and
investment credit equivalent for each
industry. Thus, in addition to the estimated
mineral exploration costs, ordinary net income
or deficit, and investment credit adjustment
noted in Table 1, more detailed information
regarding the income and deductions reported
by all partnerships for 1983 is provided in
this table.

The ordinary gross income shown in column I
of Table 2 represents the sum of business
receipts less cost of sales and operations,
gross rents, interest and dividend income,
farm and royalty net income or loss, ordinary
net gain from the sale of partnership assets,
and other income reported on the Form 1065,
plus ordinary net losses under section 1231
(which, for the most part, represent the
depreciation recapture) and foreign source
income reported on the Schedule K [9]. Income
from "other" partnerships is excluded from the
aggregate amount and from the partnership
income reported for each industry (with the
exception of partnerships classified as
holding companies).
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Interest expense, depreciation, and esti-
mated -mineral exploration c6sts (depletion,
hard-mineral exploration and development
costs'. . - and.' intangible drilling .. costs,
including Ory, hole. cost

i
s)' are. presented in

columfis 2 through,,4 of Jable '2. The interest
expense shown- is the sum of

*
the.-net interest

.reported on-'the Form 1065 fi.e.,..Anterest
received minus interest deducted) and the
investment interest expense reported ' on
Schedule K, plus the separately . reported
rental' interest expense. The depreciation
..expense shown. is, the -sum "of 'the depreciati

'
on

deducti
'
on

*
rep6rted in, the Form 1065. income

statemerftL. and. th'e
'
additional . de'preciati.on on

rental. property as',listed in the schedule' in
support of rental net 'income. , The. estimated
mineral exploration'. -costs 'are,. obtained, as
de'sdribed' 'under Data' Sources and Limitations,
below.'

The deductions shown in col umn 5 pf ~table' 2
include certain', salaries a6d 'wages, rent,
taxes, bad' debts,,'repairs, rental expenses
(other thin - interest ' and depr'eciation)i 'and
"other" deductions ' shown on the Form 1065.
Cost - of sales , and- operations, guaranteed
payments Jo: partners, . interest expense
depreciation',

.
depletion (other ' than oil 'an~

-gas-)-i',--and~est,imated-dry'-~ole-costs-are-
excludled. (Dry hole' costs are included. An
,miperal ex0l'oration costs.) -The. partnership
oedinar~ 'net income or defi~ft is shown in
.column,6.' 'As has already been not6d, because
some items of income and expense are not
reported. in, th6.Form 1065 income 's-tateme6t,
and'because of-the adjustments made for income
from, other_ part.nerships . and guaranteed
payments -to -,partners, the amounts shown, in
'this column are not the same-as those shown.An
"the 'Statistics' ' on
,partnerships whi ch 'Present only Form 'l 065
.income ' 'statemen

,
t information [2,,~ 31.

.Nevertheless, -the ordinary net'Ancome shown
-i n'-,th i s' "table.- for - the- -i ndustri e~s- noted - 'does
not'. .-,d ifferl.**ippreciably from the partnership
Pet income reported in, the Bulletin article
examini,ng 1963 '. data [21 witF-oneexception:
oil ' and gat extraction for,which'a larger'net
deficit Js indicated.

The "total long-tem capital -shown in
Ic 61 urfin' 7- of ~ Table -2 ' was . approximated by
combining the 6et' long-term capital. gain's and
secti on 1231 net' gal n reported on the Schedule
K. By ' addi ng 40 percent of thi s almount to the

,amount .'shown in *column "6, a rough - estimate of
the total contribution "to the taxable income
required to be- reported by'thei partners can- be
made.

T e'h -estimated investment credit was Aerived
from the'

'
cost of pro'p&t~ eligible for-' the

credit- reported on~ schedules attached tb Form
1065 and is shown in column 8 of Table 2.
Using an effective. individual' tax rate of 24

percent for loss partnerships..and -29 percent
for.

-
net income partnerships,. as obtained from

an analysis. of data from individual income tax
returns, this estimated investment credit was
co

"
nverted. to an equivalent deduction by

dividing the amount 'of the. credit by an
average marginal tax rate. -For example, a
$1,00 -investment credit would shelter. $400 of
Aaxable ikome for ' a fikpayer subject to a
25-perc.ent tax . rate. ...Subtracting this
equivalent deduction . (which, due to possibl.e
neglect, of investment credit or- net operating
loss , carryforwards, may ,.be somewhat
overstated) from the taxable.- income ..as
obtained --' above, an effective

-
total

contribution to .. the- taxable income "after
credits'~ required to ~ be reported - by, the
partners is 'obtained, as shown in column 9 of
,this table. . These numbe'rs are not appreciably
different

.
from~ the, Form 106~ net income with

the exception of the oil and gas industry (for
which the effective cohtribution to taxable
income represents- a greater l oss . than may. be
inferred from the Form -1065 net deficit 1101)
and the real estate industry (for w

'
hich~ the

effective "conti-ibution to taxable 'income
represents -a smaller loss than ;the Form 11065

,net deficit).

. From Tabl e 2 i t ~ -may' be seen that.. al though
partnersh

-
i ps - may - engage in. all types. of

business activities, they appear. to. be
especially active in -oil and gas 'extraction,
construction, wholesale- and retail trade, land
-development, - and- services.. --. As- expected,
mineral exploration costs. (depletion and
intangible drilling, costs, including dry. hole
costs) are a major factor in ' *oil and - gas
extraction -,while, among the specific
,deductions, notedi,;, depreciation and,,.i.nterest
deductions. play-an important role in;-real
estate- operations. Depreciation . is -also
important in oil and gas extraction ! and
e

.
quipmdnt --leasingi-. --while- Anterest- 'expense---

deductions are an-Amportant factor in holding
-and in,vestment.company.activity.

PARTNERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS

.,.,Summary ,'statistics. 'of various partnership
characteristics for 1983', including,. various
measures of debt financing, are presented in
Table 3. by industry and type 1 P.of partnersh'11
From Tabl e I the income. reported by' limited
and . general partnerships'.

.
was. see

'
n . to di ffer.

The purpose of . Tabl e 3 1 s . to further e'xpl ore
the di f ferences -, between these two kinds' of .
pa~rtnerships,. In'. particular, 'the business
activity and the. 'financing arrangements are

.Compared. Note that , the ratios shown in
columns .7 and 8 in Table -3 are based on
partnership 'debt and partners' capital.accdUnt
as reported -Jor financial- accounting
purposes. Although partners' loss deductions
are limited to their individual tax basis,

J
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which thus cannot fall below zero, their
capital accounts would fully reflect their
shares of partnership losses, and could thus
fall below zero. This would typically arise
only in cases in which the partnership is
heavily leveraged.

In some industries, such as manufacturing,
construction, electric and gas services, and
beef cattle (except feedlots), the fraction of
partnerships operated as limited partnerships
is relatively low. In contrast, in other
industries, such as oil and gas extraction,
real estate operators and lessors of
buildings, and motion picture and video
production, limited partnerships constitute a
significant fraction of total partnerships.

The average number of partners in each
limited partnership is much larger than the
average number of partners in general
partnerships in nearly all industries.
Moreover, fewer limited partnerships report a
11positive" net income than general
partnerships. This, of course, is consistent
with the fact (as noted in the discussion of
Table I ) that, in the aggregate, general
partnerships report profits while limited
partnerships report losses.

From this table it can be seen that greater
financial leverage is used in those industries
in which the underlying assets may serve as
security (such as real estate, motels and
hotels, and equipment leasing). A greater
fraction of nonrecourse debt (i.e., debt for
which no partner is personally responsible) is
used by limited partnerships, especially in
the real estate industry. This may be
explained by the fact that there are two
separate limitations on a partner's ability to
use the greater tax losses possible with debt
financing. First, although a partner's tax
basis in a general partnership (or a general
partner's basis in a limited partnership) may
include his or her share of partnership debt,
this is not generally the case for a limited
partner. A limited partner's basis may,
however, include his or her share of the
nonrecourse debt of the partnership. This, of
course, encourages the use of nonrecourse debt
by limited partnerships. Nevertheless, the
benefit of such debt is greatly reduced for
partners subject to the "at risk" limitation.
(Individual taxpayers are generally only
allowed to claim deductions related to their
business or investment activities to the
extent of the amount they are at risk for such
activity.) Since, under current law,
investment in real estate does not generally
subject the partners to the "at ri sk "
limitation, this method of financing is
particularly attractive in this industry.

AGE OF PARTNERSHIPS

67

Table 4 shows how the various items of
partnership income and expense vary by age of
the partnership. The purpose of this table is
to demonstrate that losses are usually
incurred in the early years of the
partnership, whereas profits are typically not
realized until later in the partnership's life.

By examining the pattern of partnership
receipts and expenses as a function of the age
of the partnership, the temporal behavior of
the taxable income that might be reported by
the typical partnership may be inferred. The
distribution of income and, expense items by
age of partnership is not, however,.a perfect
proxy for the actual temporal behavior of any
individual partnership. Business cycles and
secular economic growth cannot, of course, be
captured. In order to adjust for the rapid
growth in limited partnership activity, both
the aggregate dollar amounts and the amount
per partner are presented in Table 4.

From this table it may be seen that
newly-formed partnerships (both limited and
general) incur losses, whereas older
partnerships realize positive income (or
capital gains). However, the per partner
losses appear to be somewhat greater for the
limited partnerships than for the general
partnerships. Moreover, per partner ordinary
net income also appears to increase more
rapidly with partnership vintage for general
partnerships than for limited partnerships.

Although the single year's picture of- the
profits or losses reported by partnerships of
varying vintage shown in Table 4 need not
reflect the life cycle of the "typical "
limited or general partnership, it is tempting
to treat the per partner share of ordinary
income and capital gains as if these amounts
do in fact represent such profits or losses.
If it is assumed that the pre-1973
partnerships noted in Table 4 were formed no
earlier than 1969 (i.e., that partnerships
have a 15-year life), then the sum of the per
partner ordinary income and capital gains
(without regard to the long-term capital gains
exclusion) over each of the 15 years (as
obtained from the per partner averages for
partnerships of corresponding vintage) is
found to be $22,438 for limited partnerships
and $112,453 for general partnerships. TO
some extent, the greater cumulative per
partner net income for general partnerships
reflects the somewhat greater per partner
total assets deployed ($70,160 for limited
partnerships and $98,192 for general
partnerships formed in 1983). Because taxable
profits and losses need not represent economic
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profits and l.osses.-(al-though, over the assumed development expenses and intangible drilling
1 5-yOar "'liW' -'of,,. the , partnership,' the costs, were reported. in Schedul*e K, but were
cumulative "amounts,' should "not be, too not tabulated. .(After 1983, intangible
di fferent), ' 'these , results- do.'not necessarily drilling. costs' are also not separately
imply. (though. they,.* *strongly . suggest) that ~eporfed on either the Form 1065 or Schedule
investments 'in limited 'partneriships' provide K'.
less- economic -benefits.-than investments- in
gqneral-p'artnershi' Although;*data on haird'miheril exploration

and development costs and"Antangible drilling
,SOURCES AND.-LIMITATIONSbA~A- costs were*.n'6t availabli, certain so-called

tax preference items rel'ated to these costs
a this report, are fr'o'm 0 -The A ta .-examined Jn were 'btained from Sc'hedule K. In particular,

three, annual .studies of ..partnership- returns, excess -intangible drilling costs from oil,
for 19

'
81 - ,through-

.
19*83,.' carried 'put by the gas, or geothermal wells, net income from oil,

-Statistics. 'of ~- Income ~ (SOO Di'vision.* . For%each gas,, or' geothermal. wellt., and "other" tax
.ydar, ' 'the. estimates derived,.- 'frdm preference items were tabulated 'for
probability samples~ stratified by combinations pa*rtne.rships fili~g a Schedule K.
of -re~etpts,,- total. astets,- net ~income (or.
deficit),. and

1.
industry. Descriptions of- the To -estimate intangible drilling costs

methodology
.

used to bbiafn-' these* -data as wel 1 attri butabl 0 to sUccessful' wbl Ts, the reported
ai inai~s~es , of ."them are . available."- from' exces's intangible- - dr'il ling 'costs, were
previous A ssu6.s .*of the.SOI Bulletin [2, -increase'd'.by An --'e's,timited 10 percent*

*
This

was' io-7-adjust for the fact that the reporie.d
Some caveats-.mutt be noted, With'.rdife'r*nce to 'amount, 'under, current law is net:~of

the ipforination
'

presented An. the' tables.' the ' deduc,ti
I
on for - intangible Aril ling - costs

First,, lt,-Ns
..

been .'assumed ihat-.'Code section (that.wbuld have been claimed had these costs
1231 net gains reported by' the ',partnership been..*'capitalized and either amoriti,zed over 10
will ' ultimately be -treated, *as long-term. $edrs-dr written' off on a units-bf-produc'tio'n
capital gains Oy the.' artners (and.-conversel bas-i s)~Al thQugh-a-1-0~npOr~ent--i.ncr,ease-may.

I

L"a 1, ne i. set; t; I on -. 1 2.8 1. , net losses-: will be Overstate , the , adjustment, , ~ had 1 0-year
treated as ordi.nary'. losses by the amoriization been used, it may understate the
Second

partners).
Tim.itations" imposed by the tax l.aws.on adius imeit i,f a units-of-production method

the amount of - part6ersh.i p l osses that may :be were, used -to calculate' the excess. intangible
cl.aimed by., 'a.-, partner,'- such as . that due to drilling costs.
Anadequate basis ~ in his'-or -her partnership
interest, the limitation on losses (section The oil and gas, aepletion deduction was
M4 M), the "at'. risk". limitation". (section estimated as

.
the lesser of 15 percent of the

465),* the Anve
.
stMent interest' expense business receipts * reported in the income

limitation.. (,section ' 163'(d).), have 'All been statement, or 50 'percent of 'the net' income
ignored. , Third,- ~potenti.al .,tax- ',Ii,abilities -from oil,. gas-og land geothermal wells for tho's"e
resulting f rom each'- ' partner's, - share- of oi I 'and gas partnerships- that filed a Sch~dule
partnership tax. preference items under the K. This estimate is only approximate, because
alternative minimum"tax ar6. ignored. , Fourth, the' net income.. from oil, 'gas, and geothermal
any gains or -losses that -must. be.' reported by wel-I s -- does: -'not -- take . into account- excess
~individual -.,partners'. resulting from . their intangible -dri 11 i-ng costs. on * productive
receipt of Oarinoership~ 'distributions -0'r sale' property.- It- was t6us implicitly assumed thatof their partnership,'interest are ignored. such 'excess 'intangible drilling costs' were
Finally not'all- -partners are individualsi and i6curred on nonproductive 'properties (and ihus
thus the.. use

.
of. a 60 percent exclusion for di*d not affect percentage depletion, which is

long-term capital . gains and the -use '-of computed ~ on. a propierty-by-property basis). . It
effective-'- individual' tax'--'.rates to ~trAnslAte was also 'implicitly assumed- that production
the ' tax benef i is àssociaied.. with ' the from.. all productive, properties would qualify
inv

-
estment credit

'
.,int

'
o * a ngle statistic, the for- percentage ~ depletion.' (This would not'-be

.contribution.' to . partner's taxable -income Valid if the partnership acquired . proven
after investment.-.. credit adjust

,
ment",, is not properties.) However,: in some instances cost

altogether val'id. depletion might provide larger deductions than
percentage depletion. Thus, while the

...The method:.,of 'reporting certain At
-
ems of estimate may overstate

'
the actual. percentage

I p'- 'has varied.partnershl expense and income- depletion' claimed.- the calculated deduftidn
For-a number of years oi-l and gas depletion may provide a more accurate measure of the
has been computed at the partner level and to tdtal,depletion allowance (cost or percentage).'
it has not. been ~reported. in either the Form
1065 income statement . or-in - Schedule K..' For Since the,excess 'intangible drilling costs
the returns :-exami ned,-. a number of other items-, may be obtained only for those oil and gas
including hard-mineral. exploration and partnerships that filed a Schedule K, the

I

I

I
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computed intangible drilling costs were
"scaled up" by the ratio (1.575) of the
"other" deductions for oil and gas
partnerships to - the "other" deductions
reported in the Form 1065 income statement for
those oil and gas partnerships that filed a
Schedule K. Likewise, the percentage
depletion for those oil and gas partnerships
not filing a Schedule K was imputed by
11scaling' up" the computed depletion by the
ratio 0.867) of the business receipts for all
oil and gas partnerships to the business
receipts reported by those oil and gas
partnerships filing a Schedule K.

These adjustments, which were required to
compensate for the fact that not all
partnerships filed a Schedule K for 1983, were
not necessary for 1981 and 1982. As a test of
their accuracy, the relative magnitude of the
1981, 1982, and 1983 estimated intangible
drilling costs were compared with the level of
drilling activity in these years [7]. Despite
the several assumptions, it was found that the
pattern of computed intangible drilling costs
matched nearly exactly the pattern of rotary
rig activity and reported industry-wide
drilling expenditures during those years.

In addition, dry hole costs (which should be
reported in "other" deductions on the Form
1065) were taken to be three-sevenths of the
intangible drilling costs * incurred on
successful wells. This is the ' 1982
industry-wide ratio of dry hole costs to the
drilling costs of successful wells [111. For
convenience, these estimated dry hole costs
were subtracted from "other" deductions
reported on the Form 1065 and added to the
estimated intangible drilling costs on

.successful wells. Because the ratio of dry
hole costs to successful well costs is likely
to be greater for partnership ventures than
for the overall industry, the resulting
estimated intangible drilling costs (including
dry hole costs) would tend to understate the
actual costs. This should offset the possible
overstatement of the percentage oil and gas
depletion claimed.

The hard-mineral depletion expense was
obtained directly from the Form 1065. It was
assumed that the hard-mineral exploration and
development costs constitute the "other" tax
preference reported on Schedule K by
partnerships in the mining industry. These
costs were found to be relatively minor in
comparison with the corresponding depletion
expense obtained directly from the Form 1065.
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[11 See, for example, Nelson, Susan, "Taxes
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have been included in "other" deductions
on the Form 1065, notwithstanding tax form
instructions to the contrary. Despite the
(possible) validity of this assumption,
the analysis described here expressly
assumes that this is not the case.

[51 Selected items for selected industries for
limited partnerships have been previously
presented in a prior Statistics of Income
publication, for Tax Years 1979-1982 [3].

[61 The temporal behavior of the net income
reported by general partnerships (but not
limited partnerships) matches rather
closely the corresponding behavior of
corporate profits.

(71 Moore, W.D. III, "Drilling Stabilizes at
Sustainable Level with Broad Improvement
Due in 1985," OGJ Special Report, Oil and
Gas Journal, Oct. 1, 1984, p. 104.

[81 This is not the case for the general
partnership gains for 1981. However, the
assumed amounts ($1.3 billion in foreign
source income and $0.6 billion section
1231 net gains or specially allocated
items) are comparable in magnitude to the
difference noted ($0.9 billion) and may be
in part responsible for the anomalous
behavior observed for this year.

[9] If the total of all section 1231
transactions leads to a net gain, the gain
is treated as a long-term capital gain,
while if the total represents a net loss,
the loss is an ordinary loss.
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[101 As already noted, it-is possible that some
partnerships may have reported intangible
drilling costs as part of the "other"
deductions shown in the Form 1065 income
statement. Jo the extent this occurred,
the losses shown for this industry may be
somewhat overstated.

[111 U.S.- Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Current Industrial Reports,-Annual
Survey of Oil and Gas, 1982, Mir-c-F-1919-.



Table 1. Growth in Partnership Activity by Type of Partnership for Selected Item, 1981-83
[All figures are estimates based on samples -- money amounts are in billions of dollars]

All partnerships Limited partnerships General partnerships

Selected item 1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Number of partnerships ............ 1,460,502 1,514,212 1,541,539 208,204 225,886 233,986 1,252,298 1,288,326 1,307,553
Number of partners l/ ............. 9,095,165 9,764,667 10,589,338 4,176,572 4,709,723 5,434,870 4,918,593 5,054,944 5ol54,468
Total partnership assets .......... 715.2 845.3 887.0 282.4 331.7 381.4 432.8 513.6 505.6
Business receipts including gross
rents ............................ 281.6 312.2 313.5 55.7 70.3 70.9 225.9 241.9 242.6

Partnership (Form 1065)
net income or deficit............ -2.7 -7.3 -2.6 -15.7 -17.5 -18.7 13.0 10.2 16.1
Plus: dry hole costs, non-oil
and gas depletion, and
guaranteed payments to partners. 8.9 8.6 8.3 2.7 2.4 2.3 6.2 6.3 6.0

Less: income from other
partnerships ................... 5.1 6.8 5.7 3.1 3.4 3.2 2.0 2.3 2.5

Adjusted partnership net income
or deficit....................... 11.3 8.1 11.4 -9.9 -11.7 -13.2 21.2 19.8 24.6

other adjustments 2/:
Plus: foreign source income .... 1.4 1.4 1.4 .1 .1 .1 1.3 1.3 1.3
Less: mineral exploration costs. -12.7 -10.3 -8.0 -5.9 -4.6 -4.1 -6.8 -5.7 -4.0
Less: investment interest
expense........................ -4.9 -5.8 -5.1 -1.9 -2.2 -2.7 -3.0 -3.6 -2.4

Less: section 1231 net losses
and speciallyallocated losses. -.9 -.9 -.9 -.3 -.3 -.3 -.6 -.6 -.6

Total ordinary net inccrw or
deficit.......................... -5.8 -7.5 -1.1 -17.9 -18.7 -20.1 12.1 11.2 19.0

Plus: net long-term capital
gains.......................... 5.5 7.1 8.8 1.7 2.2 2.2 3.8 4.9 6.6
Plus: section 1231 net gains
or specially allocated gains ... n.a. n.a. 7.1 n.a. n.a. 3.5 n.a. n.a. 3.6

Contribution to partners' taxable
income before investment
credit adjustment 3/............. n.a. n.a. 5.2 n.a. n.a. -17.8 n.a. n.a. 23.0

Investment credit adjustment ...... 1.5 2.1 1.7 .5 .7 .8 1.0 .6 .9

Contribution to partners' taxable
income after investment
credit adjustment 4/ ............ n.a. n.a. -.9 n.a. n.a. -20.6 n.a. n.a. 19.6

Percent of partnerships with
positive ordinary net income ..... 45.1 52.6 50.9 18.9 38.1 34.6 48.6 54.7 53.8_

n.a.-Not available.
1/Includes partners that are corporations and partnerships, as well as individuals.
_Z/Represents either items reported in "other deductions" in the partnership income statement or reported only on Schedule K or K-1, Partner's Share

of Income, Credits, Deductions, etc.
3/Contribution to partners' taxable income before investment credit adjustment equals ordinary net income plus 40 percent (representing the taxable

portion) of the estimated total of net long-term capital gains including section 1231 net gains.
VContribution to partners' taxable income after investment credit adjustment equals ordinary net income plus 40 percent (representing the taxable

portion) of net long-term capital gains including section 1231 net gains, less the investment credit adjustment divided by an average marginal tax
rate (for individuals) .



4CW1r.z. bummary or 1983 Partnership Income and Deductions by Selected Industry I
(All figures are estimates based on samples --'money amounts are in millions of dollars]

Selected industry
Ordinary,-~-

gross
income l/

Inte~est
diedu6tion , .Depreciation,

Mine*rAJ -
exploration

costs

Other selected
deductions j/.

Ordinary
pet ~ income
less deficit

Net long-tem
capital gains

4/

Investment
credit
adjustment

-.5/

Contribution
'to,partners

taxable
income. 6/

:(2) .(3) (4) (5) (6) (7). (8) (9)

All industries. 213,517.7 48"215.4 -32,285.5 81-045.5 126,102-.9 -1,131.6 15,942.0 1,713.8- -947.3"

Agriculture, forestry
and fishing~ ................. 3,396.8 474.1 457.8 N/Al 2,216.6 746.4 .*105.9'- .157.5-
Fruits and tree nut........ -84.9 -i 42.0 35.0 N/A 106.5 -268.4 51.4 21.2 -323.7.
Beef cattle, except.
feedlots ................... 57.7 465.5 47.8 N/A 202

*
0 -257.6 171.2 13.9 -237.9

Livestock breeding......... .-21.41 7.7 47.1 N/A 61.2 -137.4 18.1 7.0 -154.2
:Mining .... .................. 12,996.2 -1,

'
394.7. 2,563.2 7,887'.1. ~10,089.9 -8,938.7 274.0 163.2 ~9,435.4

..Metal mining............... 588.0
'
122.4 228.8.. 90.3 452.2, -335.7 20.9 9.9 -362.5

Coal mining................. 763.1 118.2 147.5 108.8 584.0 -195.4 20.8 2.5 -196.9
..Oil and gas extraction..~.. 11,404.0 1,114.1 2,127.9 7,656.8 8,889.7 -8,384.5 227.6 141.6 .-8,820.2

,Construction ................... 6,688.9 553.7 480
*
I ~N/A 3,194.9 2,460.2 178.4 12.6 2,483.4

Manufacturing........ ....... 3,332.0 403.6, 727.8 N/A 2,857.6 -657
*
0 113.9 128.2 -1,065.4-

Lumber and wood products ..449.5 ~99;4 128.5 N/A 314.9 -93*3 66.0 22.4 -145.4
except furniture ..........

Chernicals,-and Allied
products ........... * ....... 189.6 '94.6 184.9 N/A 469.7 -559.6 6.2 19.1 -626.6

Transportation, communic-
ation', electric, gas and
sanitary services ............. 5,005.7 ~855.9. lf292.6 N/A 2,918.8 46.0 128.2 -474.2
Water transportation ....... 406.7 169.3 '206.6, N/A- 1~8.9 '-148.1 .2 .9 -'151.8
Communications ............... JJ14.1 234.0 339.1 N/A- 984.2 -443.2 .2 40.1 -600.3
Electric' gas and water

. . . .

services ......... I.......... :.346.7 161.0 237.5 N/A 456.9 -508.7 4.1 39.~ -653.8
Wholesale trade ............. 3,034.8 .325.2 1 i .221.2 N/A. 2,019.8 54.4 6.4* 465.7
Retail trade.............. 13,011.7 550.2 763.4~ :.N/A 9,937.6 lf760.5- 84.2 1.9 ~L655.9
Finanoe, insuranae and real -

estate ............ r............ 96,918.9 38,830.0- 18,910~1 83.2 50f764~5
J . -11,668.9 13,833.7 653.8 8,460.0

Real estate....,~; ............ 68,994.1 26,777.7 i6,780.7 :N/A 38f237.9 -12,802.2 6,987.7,- 8.9 -11,534.8
Subdivideri and developers,
,except cemeteries .......... .. 4,991.7 2i827.3 486.5, N/A. .2,754.8 ~L076.9 409.9 44.3 -1,069.9-
Holding and other-
investment com.panies -:7,081.6 3,483.0- 968.6 409. 9 "3,179.7 -959.6 3,985.9 103.7 265.2

Services .......... ;1.......... 68,824.9 A,814.0 .6,848.4, N/A 41,983.2 15,179.3 609 9 488.0 13f631.5
Hotels ...................... _4',233.3 988.7 763.7 N/A 3f336.2 '-855.3 .108 5 67.4 -1,048.2
Motels, motor hotels and
tourist courts ............. 3,K1.4 691.6 572.8 N/A 2,366.6 ~-119.6 53.8 20.8 -173.6'.

Equipment rental-and
leasing services .......... 4,038.2 1,316.1 2f3O5.2 N/A lf287.0 -870.1 18.8 130.9 -1,329.2.'

Motion pictures ............ 1,113.5 70.8 396.0 ~N/A 852.4 -205.7 23.2 90.2 -527.2
Racing, including track
operations ................ 41.5 !3.9 70.8 N/A 122.8 -155.21 1 .6 1.0 -158.4
Other amusement and recrea-

1

tion services .............. . 1,84.5.2 '217.2 389.0 N/A- 1,415.8 .-176.8 21.1 27.5 ~-267.6

N/A-Not applicable.
I/After reduction by-cost of sales and operations and net income ft~m other partnerships.
VIndludes'estimated depletion Unbluding amcounts.ciaimed on oil.and gas), hard-m~6ral exploration and develoFnient costs, and intangible drilling'

costs (including dry hole costs).
2/Excludes.deduction for guaranteed payments to partners.
I/Includes net long-term'capital gains plus section 1231 net gains reported on Schedule K or K-1.
5/Estimated based on cost of property eligible for credit.' * I
Y.This.is,the contribution to partners' taxabl6 income after-investment,credit adji,istment.-
7jincludes "Wholesale and Retail Trade, not allocable", a,nd "Nature. of Busiriess,not-allocable", not shown separately.
A/Income

,
and expenses-fran other partnerships.'



Table 3. Sumnary of 1983 Partnership Characteristics by Industry and Type of Partnership

Number of Average number Percent formed Ratio of debt

I

Nonrecourse debt as a ;0Percent with positive
Selected industry partnerships of partners in 1981-83 to equity j:/ percent of total debt ordinary net income

Type of partnership

Limited General Limited General Limited General Limited General Limited General Limited General

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

All industries 2/............ 233,986 1,307,552 23.2 3.9 44.6 37.5 9.5 3.8 33.3 15.6 34.6 53.8
Agricultufe, forestry
and fishing... ............. 9,198 127,405 13.1 2.7 39.4 23.8 2.0 5.3 15.5 1.9 25.7 55.8
Fr~dts and tree nut........ 2,461 9,630 13.0 2.6 62.2 10.6 5.4 3.1 28.0 7.4 23.7 53.1
Beef cattle, except
feedlots.................. 408 18,444 15.4 2.4 9.8 11.1 1.4 9.9 .7 11.2 53.2 32.8

Livestock breeding ......... 633 1,636 20.2 2.9 76.2 88.6 2.1 1.9 - 3.7 .5 10.0
Mining....................... 23,418 36,117 67.5 .26.3 52.7 64.2 1.2 .6 15.5 10.3 34.3 44.3

Metal mining............... 1,509 284 31.6 80.5 32.5 17.0 .5 1.0 4.3 2.0 .7 14.3

Coal mining................ 183 369 67.2 ~3.3 8.9 43.7 -1.2 .4 64.5 11.3 2.8 46.0
Oil and gas extraction ..... 20,913 35,259 72.2 13.5 56.6 52.2 .9 .6 7.9 10.7 36.0 44.3

Construction................. 1,592 62,000 5.3 2.3 77.4 48.5 -36.9 3.1 26.4 3.2 49.8 72.4
Manufacturing ................ 786 25,665 35.5 2.4 57.8 45.6 12.7 1.8 48.3 5.6 17.8 48.1

Lumber and wood products,
except furniture .......... 23 4,366 58.6 2.5 25.9 6.0 5.2 1.7 61.5 25.3 65.3 69.1

Chemicals and allied
products.................. 172 136 -44.9 2.4 94.2 39.8 1.8 1.3 14.3 - 3.6 77.1

Transportation, ccmnunica-
tion electric, gas, and
sanitary services ........... 2,397 17,735 22.0 2.8 74.3 49.4 4.2 1.0 28.9 14.4 18.8 48.3
Water transportation....... 291 363 16.1 4.8 16.5 64.9 15.9 -206.0 30.2 42.4 8.3 28.6
Camunications ............. 449 3,081 76.4 4.3 67.3 63.5 4.4 4.6 17.5 2.8 41.4 35.2
Electric, gas and water
services .................. 67 1,318 81.9 2.1 83.3 5.6 1.3 .3 20.6 3.1 19.8 19.4

Wholesale trade.............. 1,323 22,792 10.0 2.4 10.4 49.3 4.9 2.5 19.4 1.2 15.5 67.3
Retail trade................. 6,171 161,982 6.0 2.3 31.2 44.3 1.6 1.6 6.7 3.8 60.0 50.6
Finance, insurance and real
estate...................... 163 384 566,683 19.5 4.8 41.6 31.3 12.8 5.5 40.2 18.2 34.7 47.7
Real estate ................ 109,491 382,210 20.2 3.8 44.9 32.0 57.9 11.1 54.9 24.5 30.0 44.6

%
Subdividers and developers,
except cemeteries ......... 11,280 31,390 12.2 4.1 39.9 42.4 11.0 6.8 28.4 15.0 33.3 39.2
Holding and other
investment companies ...... 28,762 79,993 18.6 5.4 28.8 17.8 1.5 2.6 20.4 13.7 50.1 60.4

Services ..................... 25,538 280,756 15.6 3.1 57.9 45.4 103.1 4.4 33.4 12.8 33.4 63.9
Hotels ..................... 994 2,080 20.6 4.1 45.4 46.0 -33.9 7.9 49.3 28.3 13.1 39.2
Motels, motor hotels and
tourist courts............ 1,430 5,968 25.8 3.3 48.1 23.4 -51.7 9.2 37.0 11.0 2.6 63.7

EquiMent rental and
leasing services.......... 4,693 31,642 26.1 3.4 68.2 42.8 -49.4 -26.5 18.3 25.1 51.0 52.4

Motion pictures............ 1,793 2,589 13.0 10.6 5.8 66.2 -5.9 2.0 34.0 2.9 32.4 44.0
Racing, including track
operations ................ 8 3,940 11.4 3.1 74.5 50.3 1.4 .5 - 4.3 25.6 12.3
Other amusement and recrea-
tion service.............. 679 6,849 21.3 3.0 28.7 62.5 247.7 5.8 1.4 4.6 20.5 24.9

-I/Because I" eartners capital account (unlike their tax basis in-their partnership interest) can be negative (which i1r9l s t rs
have exceWW aMunts contributed), this ratio can be negative.

je tha partne hip losses

2JIncludes "Wholesale and Retail Trade riot allocable- and 'Nature of Business not allocable", not shown.separately.



.,Selected items

,.Itznber:of,paitz*r~~ps..'..,...
.Mumber of partners.,...~~ .....

Aggregate. aviaant~ (in'
billtons'6f dollars) -

inoome, I/ .....................
Deductions~eicluding
diepreciation, interest,
.and fexploration

............
Interest deduction ..........
Depreciation ...............
Estimated mine"i explor-
ation costs .........
Ordinary net income
lieselloss) ...............
Net long-term capital
gain ......................
Contribution to taxable
income (after investment
credit adJustment) ........

Average.per partner
(in dollars),:
Ordinary gross income 1/.~.
Deductions excluding . -
depreciatibn, interest,
and mineral exploration-
costs

..............

I

.........Interest. deductlan ...........
Ck!prwiatJm .......... i ....:.
Estimated Mineral explor-,
at~icn costs ......... W .......
Ordinary.nef income. -

"
:

(less lossi .................
Net long-tezin capital
gain...'.,..._-

Contribution to taicable
incomejafter inveiitment
credit.adjustment)..,.: ....

Debt-t6 eqdity ra't_ic;._.-.....
Nonrecourse debt to.pquity
ratio. ........

Percent nonrecourse debt'.~..

J/Reduoed b~';=st ofiales mid ope

table 4. Summary*-Statistics for 1983 partnerships by, Year Partnership, was Fbnyed
AAll figuines are estimates based on samples)'

.4

'1198i

(1)

23,,r676,
1,803,995,

10.,8,_

-12.3

- 5,98

7,095
1,940
1,552

2,550

-7,1~1

222

-6,818

3.88

1.08
27.84

i~8 1 82

363,329
3,186,395

42.0

27.7
15.2
10.8

-15.3

13,181

8,693,,,
4,770

628

-4.:iOO

596,."

-4,802

5.21

1.15
22.07,

~All partnerships

1978-80,

(3)

~~350,045
2,215,78~

48.1

25.5'
141.3
9.0

.8

3.9

.21,708

11,508
6,454
4,042

36i

-677

.-,316

1,760.

7.91

2.26
28.57

.
1073-77

(4),

260,495:
~,430,118 .

39.4"

20.6
7.6..

5.6

3.3

6.5

27,550

14,'iG4
5,314
3,566

350
I

~,308

.4,545

;14.48

4.59
.31~70

~~,Before
1973

(5)

.335,794
1-,950,960

'73.2

39.5
7.6
4.6

.5

20.9

6.4

23.0

37,520

20,246
3,896
2,358

256

.10,713

3,280

11,1789

.2.95

.68
23.05

1983

(6)

41 856
1,183:324

-8.5

~2;366

~4',563
1,159d,
1, 26~

1,944

1981-82-,

T77)

62,571v
1,922,7791

13.5,

10.2
7.5
5.0

1.3

-10.5

.9

-11.3

7,021

5,365
3,901
2,600

676

-:5,461

i68

-51,877

5.41

1.83
~33.83

Limited partnerships

Year of"rormation

1978-80

(W

59,246
1,193M3

15'.8

6.8
4.0

.4

-4.0

2.1

-3.4

-13,237

7,205
5:'697
3:351

335,
I

--31351'

1,759,'

22.35

8.93,
-3~.96

1973-77

0)

40,739.
668;654

10.6

...5.1
2.9
1.7

.2

.7

1.2

1.1

15,853~-

1,645

-12.12

-6.33
'52 ~3.

Before
1973

(10)

29;574
466,480

6.8
3.4
.9

-.1

2.0

~.5

2.5

28,083

4,287

.-20.78
34.19

14,577
7,289,
1,929

214

3,216

5,359

-60.77

'1983

ali

190,020
620,671

8.0

~,7.4
1.5
1.3

.3

-3.8

12,889

3,706
. -
-7,250.

4§3

Ceneral partnerships

1981-82

(12)

300,758
1,263,616

28. 5

17.5
7.7
5.8

.7

-3.2

1.0

-4.0

22,554

13,849
6,094
4,590

~:5341..
,-2,532

791

-,-3,166

.5 7 06

.61
12.06

.1978-80

(13)

290,799,
1,022,152

32.3

16.9
7.5
5.0

.4

2.5

1.8

2.7

31,600

-16,534
7,337
4,892

391

2,446

1,761

2,641

4.90

.87
17.76

1973-77

(14)

219,756
761,464

28.8

15.5
4.7
3.4

.3

4.9,

2.1

5.4

37,822

20,356
6,172
4,465

394

6,435

2,758

7,092

6.02

1.11
18.44.,

~ions and iet income from other partnerships.

Before
1983

(15)

306,22
1,484,48

60.1

32.7
4.2
3.7

.4

18.9

4.9

20.5

.40,486,

22,028
2 829
2:49

2

269

12,732

3,301

13,810

1.71

.27
15.79
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